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Abstract

Objective: Tolvaptan, an oral antagonist of the vasopressin V2 receptor, has been found to improve hyponatremia in patients with mixed etiologies. This study analyzed a subgroup of patients with the syndrome of inappropriate antidiuretic hormone secretion (SIADH) to evaluate the efficacy and safety of tolvaptan in this group.

Design and patients: Hyponatremic patients in the SALT-1 and SALT-2 studies with a diagnosis of SIADH were identified based on clinical diagnosis by individual study investigators. Subjects were randomized to receive oral placebo (n = 52) or tolvaptan 15 mg daily, with further titration to 30 and 60 mg daily, if necessary, based on the response of serum [Na+] (n = 58).

Results: In patients with SIADH, improvement in serum [Na+] was significantly greater (P < 0.0001) with tolvaptan than placebo over the first 4 days of therapy as well as the entire 30-day study, with minimal side effects of increased thirst, dry mouth, and urination. Only 5.9% of tolvaptan-treated patients had overly rapid correction of hyponatremia as defined by current guidelines. After discontinuation of tolvaptan, serum [Na+] declined to values similar to placebo. A significant positive treatment effect favoring tolvaptan on the physical component, and a near-significant trend on the mental component, was found using the SF-12 Health Survey. Tolvaptan was associated with a significantly reduced incidence of fluid restriction.

Conclusions: Results for the SIADH subgroup were analogous to those of the combined SALT population regarding efficacy and safety but demonstrated a greater improvement in the physical component of the SF-12 Health Survey than in the full mixed etiology SALT patient group.
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Introduction

Hyponatremia is the most common electrolyte abnormality encountered in clinical practice, affecting up to 15–28% of hospitalized patients across numerous studies over the last several decades throughout the world (1, 2). The high prevalence of hyponatremia in hospitalized patients reflects the increased vulnerability of this patient population to disruptions of body fluid homeostasis. In addition to its frequency, hyponatremia is also important because it has been associated with worse clinical outcomes across the entire range of inpatient care, from the general hospital population (3) to those treated in the intensive care unit (4). In virtually every disease ever studied, the presence of hyponatremia has been found to be an independent risk factor for increased mortality, from congestive heart failure to tuberculosis to liver failure (2).

Tolvaptan is a novel, orally administered, selective, non-peptide arginine vasopressin (AVP) receptor (AVPR) antagonist that blocks binding of AVP to V2 receptors in the distal nephron, thereby preventing the antidiuresis caused by circulating AVP. AVPR antagonists, also called ‘vaptans’, produce an electrolyte-free water excretion, or aquarexis, without significantly affecting renal sodium and potassium excretion (5). The net result is a reduction in body water without loss of body electrolytes, which leads to an increase in the serum [Na+]. Because > 90% of patients with euvo-lemic and hypervolemic hyponatremia have non-suppressed levels of AVP in their blood (6, 7), AVPR antagonists directly attack the underlying pathophysiology of most cases of dilutional hyponatremia.

Two randomized, placebo-controlled, double-blind studies (SALT-1 and SALT-2) examined the effect of tolvaptan on hypervolemic and euvolemic hyponatremia of different etiologies and found that tolvaptan was an efficacious and safe therapy for the treatment of hyponatremia of diverse origin (8). Based on these phase 3 studies, tolvaptan was approved by the FDA for...

The goal of this study was to examine whether the major findings of the SALT trials in a mixed population of different etiologies also applied to the subgroup of patients in SALT-1 and SALT-2 diagnosed with SIADH. In particular, we evaluated the efficacy and safety of tolvaptan therapy in this subgroup of hyponatremic patients from the SALT studies, including the patient responses to the SF-12 Health Survey administered before and after 30 days of treatment with either tolvaptan or placebo.

Methods

Study design

SALT-1 and SALT-2 were randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, phase 3 studies assessing inpatient/outpatient use of tolvaptan for hyponatremia of diverse origin. Hyponatremia was defined as a non-artifactual serum [Na⁺] of <135 mmol/L. Patients were eligible to participate in the trials if they were 18 years of age or older and had euvoletic or hypervolemic hyponatremia, often in association with chronic heart failure, cirrhosis, or SIADH. Eligible patients were randomly assigned to once-daily oral placebo (223 patients) or oral tolvaptan (225 patients) for 30 days. Initial dosage of the study drug was 15 mg, which could be increased from 15 to 30 mg or from 30 to 60 mg during the initial 4 days of therapy according to a regimen designed for slow correction of serum [Na⁺] to ≥135 mmol/L. All patients were hospitalized for the first day of the study, but continued hospitalization was based on the determination of each investigator. Detailed information on the study design, inclusion and exclusion criteria, dose titration scheme, disposition, demographics, and outcomes of the SALT trials are available in a prior publication (8).

The institutional review board or ethics committee at each site approved the study protocol and ensured that written informed consent was obtained from all patients. The study adhered to the Ethical Principles for Medical Research Involving Human Subjects, World Medical Association Declaration of Helsinki.

The current analysis examined the subgroup of patients with a diagnosis of SIADH from the original SALT studies. Patients were identified based on a primary clinical diagnosis of SIADH made by individual study investigators, as recorded on their case report forms. This group is referred to as ‘investigator-diagnosed’ SIADH. Because the SALT trials included patients with congestive heart failure and cirrhosis as well as SIADH, an elevated urine sodium concentration was not used as an inclusion criterion, because this would have eliminated many of the patients with secondary hyperaldosteronism due to heart failure or hepatic cirrhosis. In order to verify that the findings in patients with a clinical diagnosis of SIADH were analogous to those who more formally met the usual criteria for this diagnosis (9), the efficacy data from a subgroup of the SIADH patients who had elevated urine sodium levels (>20 mmol/l) in a 24 h urine collection on the first day of tolvaptan or placebo therapy were also analyzed and compared with the investigator-diagnosed group. A total of 24 patients in the tolvaptan group and 25 patients in the placebo group met the criteria of elevated urine sodium levels (tolvaptan: mean urine sodium 123±65 mmol/l, range 32–290 mmol/l; placebo: mean urine sodium 109±64 mmol/l, range 23–228 mmol/l). This subgroup is referred to as ‘lab-diagnosed’ SIADH. Although this subgroup represented only approximately half of the patients who had a clinical diagnosis of SIADH, this is not surprising in view of the fact that the only urine sodium data available was from the first day of tolvaptan or placebo treatment, where a stimulated aquaresis would be expected to dilute the measured urine sodium concentration. All SALT patients, regardless of diagnosis, were confirmed to have normal TSH and morning cortisol levels, measured by a central laboratory, at baseline prior to entry into the study. Although baseline urine osmolalities were not measured, patients with psychogenic polydipsia and uncontrolled hyperglycemia were excluded from the SALT studies.

Assessments

Patients were evaluated at baseline, 8 h after the first administration of the study drug, and pre-dose on days 2, 3, 4, 11, 18, 25, 30, and 37. Study drugs were withheld after day 30, and the effect of discontinuation of the study drug was assessed on day 37. Efficacy assessments included the change in the average daily area under the curve (AUC) for the serum [Na⁺] from baseline to day 4 and from baseline to day 30, the absolute serum [Na⁺] at each visit, and the percentage of patients with serum [Na⁺] that had normalized (>35 mmol/l) at each visit. Other end points included fluid intake and output on day 1, institution of fluid restriction or use of i.v. saline as rescue therapy, and the change from baseline in scores on the Physical Component Summary (PCS) and Mental Component Summary (MCS) of the Medical Outcomes Study 12-item Short-Form (SF-12) General Health Survey.

Safety was assessed at all visits by adverse events, vital signs, and directed physical examinations (i.e. based on the patient’s symptoms and diagnosis). Adverse events were defined as any new medical problem or exacerbation of an existing medical problem according to the Medical Dictionary for Regulatory Activities (MedDRA, registered trademark of the
Figure 1 Flow diagram for the combined SIADH subgroups in SALT-1 and SALT-2.

International Federation of Pharmaceutical Manufacturers and Associations (IFPMA)). Patients were instructed to report such events to an investigator at each visit with a non-leading question. Each investigator was required to assess and report to the sponsor the seriousness and severity of each event and whether the event was potentially associated with the study drug. The sponsor then reported such events to the appropriate regulatory authorities and to the study’s independent safety oversight committee.

Statistical analysis

All reported P values are two sided. The change in the average daily AUC for the serum [Na\(^+\)] from baseline to day 4 and from baseline to day 30 was calculated as the AUC for each patient, divided by the observation period (4 or 30 days), minus the baseline value. The serum [Na\(^+\)] changes in the two study groups were compared with an analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) model in which the group assignment and baseline stratification factors were covariates. Serum [Na\(^+\)] changes were compared between study groups with the use of the ANCOVA model and the covariates noted above. The percentage of patients in whom serum [Na\(^+\)] had marked hyponatremia (defined as serum [Na\(^+\)] < 130 mmol/l) were adjudged to be euvolemic by clinical examination (86.5 and 89.7% in the tolvaptan and placebo groups respectively). Because the presence of any edema was a basis for classifying patients as hypervolemic, some patients with SIADH with edema that was not caused by heart failure or cirrhosis would have been classified as hypervolemic rather than euvolemic.

Results

Patients

A total of 448 patients received study medication in the SALT trials, 110 of whom had a primary diagnosis of SIADH derived by the investigator using standard clinical criteria (Fig. 1). Of the 52 SIADH patients who were randomly assigned to oral tolvaptan, 51 received therapy and were included in the safety and efficacy analyses. All 58 SIADH subjects randomly assigned to oral placebo received therapy and were included in the safety and efficacy analyses. In each treatment group, 42 patients completed the full 30-day treatment period. Reasons for subject discontinuations are described in Fig. 1 and below (see Safety). Demographic characteristics of patients in both treatment groups were similar (Table 1). In the tolvaptan and placebo groups, 30 (57.7%) and 29 (50.0%) patients respectively had marked hyponatremia (defined as serum [Na\(^+\)] < 130 mmol/l). The remainder had moderate hyponatremia (≥ 130 and < 135 mmol/l). As expected, the great majority of patients in both treatment groups were adjudged to be euvolemic by clinical examination (86.5 and 89.7% in the tolvaptan and placebo groups respectively). Because the presence of any edema was a basis for classifying patients as hypervolemic, some patients with SIADH with edema that was not caused by heart failure or cirrhosis would have been classified as hypervolemic rather than euvolemic.

Table 1 Demographics and patient characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Tolvaptan</th>
<th>Placebo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total patients, n (%)</td>
<td>52 (100)</td>
<td>58 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean age, years (± s.d.)</td>
<td>64 (15)</td>
<td>65 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>45 (86.5)</td>
<td>52 (89.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>3 (5.8)</td>
<td>5 (8.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>2 (3.8)</td>
<td>1 (1.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1 (1.9)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (1.9)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline serum [Na(^+)], n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 130 mmol/l</td>
<td>30 (57.7)</td>
<td>29 (50.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥ 130 mmol/l</td>
<td>22 (42.3)</td>
<td>29 (50.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Efficacy

The primary efficacy outcome in SALT was the change in the average daily AUC for the serum [Na⁺] from baseline to day 4 and from baseline to day 30. For the SIADH subgroup, patients on tolvaptan exhibited a highly significant (P < 0.0001) improvement in this parameter relative to placebo at day 4 (5.28 ± 3.35 mmol/l respectively) and day 30 (8.07 ± 4.55 mmol/l). The subgroup of patients with lab-diagnosed SIADH who had a mean urine sodium level >20 mmol/l on the first day of the study showed similar results at day 4 (4.61 ± 1.97 mmol/l) and day 30 (6.28 ± 3.17 mmol/l) (Fig. 2, left). The subgroup of patients with laboratory diagnosed SIADH who had a urine sodium level >20 mmol/l on the first day was associated with a higher frequency of patients with normalized serum [Na⁺] (>135 mmol/l) at all time points measured, including as early as 8 h after initiation of treatment (Fig. 3).

Urine output and fluid intake were monitored in patients who had their urine collected for 7 days after cessation of therapy (Fig. 4). Relative to the placebo group, the tolvaptan group exhibited both larger mean fluid intake (2016 ± 928 ml) and larger mean urine output (3057 ± 966 ml; P < 0.001) and larger mean urine output (2016 ± 928 ml; P < 0.001). However, because the treatment effects favoring tolvaptan were greater for urine output than fluid intake, patients on tolvaptan significantly lost more net fluid over the first study day than those on placebo (1109 ± 1259 vs 220 ± 837 ml; P < 0.001).

![Figure 2](image-url)

Figure 2 Average daily AUC of change from baseline in serum [Na⁺] (LOCF, left) and serum [Na⁺] (patients on treatment, right) in the combined SIADH subgroups of SALT-1 and SALT-2. Investigator-diagnosed patients are those who received a primary diagnosis of SIADH from the investigator. Lab-diagnosed patients are those with an investigator diagnosis of SIADH who also had a urine sodium concentration >20 mmol/l during the first day of therapy. BSL, baseline; FU, 7-day follow-up visit. a P < 0.0001, tolvaptan (investigator diagnosed) versus placebo (investigator diagnosed); b P < 0.001, tolvaptan (lab diagnosed) versus placebo (lab diagnosed); c P < 0.029, tolvaptan (lab diagnosed) versus placebo (lab diagnosed). Error bars are ± S.E.M.

![Figure 3](image-url)

Figure 3 Serum [Na⁺] normalization rates in the combined SIADH subgroups of SALT-1 and SALT-2 (investigator diagnosed) compared with placebo at all days of measurement across the 30-day treatment period as well as 7 days after cessation of therapy (FU). a P < 0.05 compared with placebo group.
Of the 51 patients treated with tolvaptan, four (7.8%) required institution of a fluid restriction (defined as ≤1000 ml/day) at any time in the 30-day treatment period, as compared with eight of 58 (13.7%) patients on placebo (P = 0.494, \( \chi^2 \) test).

Patient’s self-assessed health status was determined at baseline and day 30 using the SF-12 General Health Survey (Table 2). Over the 30-day study period, the tolvaptan group showed significantly greater improvement in mean PCS scores than the placebo group (3.64 ±9.55 vs -0.16 ±8.85; P = 0.019). The tolvaptan group also showed a greater improvement in mean MCS scores (5.47 ±12.01 vs -0.45 ±9.66); the difference approached closely, but did not reach, statistical significance (P = 0.051).

**Safety**

SIADH patients in the SALT trials were exposed to 1396 patient-days (3.8 patient-years) of tolvaptan therapy and 1425 patient-days (3.9 patient-years) of placebo therapy (Table 3). Profiles of potentially drug-related adverse events were relatively similar between the two treatment groups (Table 3). Thirst and dry mouth, the most common tolvaptan-related adverse events in the SALT trials (8), occurred in nine (18%) and eight (16%) patients respectively on tolvaptan and five (9%) and six (10%) patients respectively on placebo in this SIADH subgroup analysis. The potentially drug-related adverse events of dizziness, vomiting, hypotension, and nasopharyngitis occurred at slightly higher rates in the placebo group.

In the tolvaptan and placebo groups, ten (19%) and 16 (28%) patients respectively discontinued from the trial before completing the 30-day treatment period. Of these, five (10%) on tolvaptan and seven (12%) on placebo withdrew specifically for adverse experiences. No patient in the tolvaptan group experienced a serious adverse event considered by the investigator to be related to study medication. Four patients in the placebo group experienced six potentially drug-related serious adverse events (rash, vomiting, dyspnea, peripheral edema, blood creatinine increase, and hematocrit decrease). In this population of patients, four deaths were reported (one in the tolvaptan group and three in the placebo group): none of the deaths were considered to be treatment related.

Of the 51 patients treated with tolvaptan, three (5.9%) exceeded protocol recommended correction limits of an increase in serum [Na\(^+\)] > 12 mmol/l over the first 24 h of correction and > 18 mmol/l over the first 48 h of correction: one with a correction of 13 mmol/l and two with a correction of 14 mmol/l over the first 24 h of therapy. All three of the patients with overly rapid correction had marked hyponatremia (baseline serum [Na\(^+\)] < 130 mmol/l). None of the overly corrected patients were reported to exhibit any neurological symptoms suggestive of osmotic demyelination.

Length of stay (LOS) was not designated as an outcome measure in the SALT studies, but post hoc analysis of this variable is possible because the SALT protocol only mandated 1 day of hospital stay in order to collect a 24 h urine following the first day of tolvaptan or placebo dosing. The need to continue hospitalization for all further days of was left to the discretion of each individual investigator. Mean hospital LOS for the combined SALT-1 and SALT-2 SIADH populations was slightly lower for patients on tolvaptan, but this difference was not significant: tolvaptan = 4.98 ± 6.61 versus placebo = 6.19 ± 7.89 days (P = 0.326). However, analysis by severity of hyponatremia indicated that there were differences in LOS depending on the starting serum [Na\(^+\)]. Patients with mild hyponatremia, defined as a serum [Na\(^+\)] ≥ 130 mmol/l, had shorter LOS (tolvaptan = 3.00 ± 1.24 versus placebo = 4.61 ± 6.20 days, P = 0.212) compared with patients

| Table 2 SF-12 General Health Survey summary scores in the combined SIADH subgroups in SALT-1 and SALT-2. Positive changes from baseline indicate improvement. |
|---------------------------------------------|-------------|-------------|---|
| Tolvaptan | Placebo | P value |
| **PCS score** | | | |
| Baseline | 34.82 ± 10.76 (49) | 34.15 ± 10.06 (54) | – |
| Day 30 | 39.91 ± 10.68 (40) | 34.54 ± 9.67 (41) | – |
| Change from baseline | 3.64 ± 9.55 (39) | –0.16 ± 8.85 (41) | 0.019 |
| **MCS score** | | | |
| Baseline | 44.90 ± 11.56 (49) | 47.12 ± 10.91 (54) | – |
| Day 30 | 51.02 ± 11.81 (40) | 48.47 ± 11.86 (41) | – |
| Change from baseline | 5.47 ± 12.01 (39) | –0.45 ± 9.66 (41) | 0.051 |

---
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with severe hyponatremia, defined as a serum \[Na^+\] < 130 mmol/l (tolvaptan = 6.40 ± 8.39 versus placebo = 8.00 ± 9.31 days, \(P=0.576\)). Although neither of these analyses reached statistical significance, analysis of the investigator-diagnosed SIADH group combined with patients classified as ‘Other’ (i.e. all patients not meeting clinical criteria for diagnosis of CHF or cirrhosis), demonstrated a significantly shortened LOS favoring tolvaptan in the severely hyponatremic group (tolvaptan = 4.70 ± 3.89 versus placebo = 8.40 ± 9.67 days, \(P=0.045\)).

## Discussion

The results of this subgroup analysis of the SALT trials confirm that the efficacy and safety results reported previously for the mixed hyponatremia population in SALT-1 and SALT-2 (8) are applicable to patients with a diagnosis of SIADH as well. The superiority of tolvaptan over placebo was apparent for all of the end points related to improvement in serum \[Na^+\] in the SIADH subgroup (average daily AUC of change from baseline in serum \[Na^+\] at days 4 and 30, mean serum \[Na^+\] at each visit, time to serum \[Na^+\] normalization, percentage of subjects with serum \[Na^+\] normalization at days 4 and 30, and categorical change in serum \[Na^+\] at days 4 and 30). Only relatively acute studies reporting the effects of AVP antagonists to correct hyponatremia in small numbers of patients with SIADH have been reported previously (13, 14). The present analysis, therefore, represents the largest number of patients with SIADH studied chronically using an orally active, AVP V2 receptor antagonist to correct hyponatremia. The mean increases in serum \[Na^+\] in the SIADH subgroup treated with tolvaptan were quantitatively analogous to the increases observed in this subgroup over a much longer (up to 3-year) period of treatment in the SALTWATER open-label extension studies (15). Most side effects were due to the physiological effect of the drug, namely increased urination, dry mouth, and thirst.

In addition to the efficacy in increasing serum \[Na^+\], the effect of tolvaptan on the SF-12 General Health Survey was examined. In contrast to the combined SALT analysis where no effect of the drug on the PCS was observed (8), it is notable that this subgroup analysis of patients with SIADH did show a modest but clinically and statistically significant improvement in the PCS of the tolvaptan-treated group after 30 days of therapy (Table 2). Although the current analysis does not allow assessment of the reasons for this difference, it can be speculated that patients with SIADH have fewer symptoms that are related to underlying co-morbidities than do patients with heart failure and cirrhosis and thus are more likely to perceive improvement in physical symptoms that are primarily related to the hyponatremia itself. Similar to the combined SALT analysis, in which a demonstrable effect on the MCS was observed (8), an improvement in the MCS of the SIADH subgroup also occurred. The MCS improvement was equivalent in the SIADH subgroup of patients (+ 5.47 ± 12.01) compared with the mixed SALT patient group (+ 6.09 ± 11.79), both of which are clearly in a clinically relevant range. However, the SIADH subgroup approached but did not meet the criteria for statistical significance compared with placebo \(P=0.051\), likely due to the reduced size of the SIADH subgroup available for this analysis. Thus, improvements in patient-related symptoms were of equal or greater magnitude in the SALT SIADH patients as in the mixed etiology SALT total patient group.

The SALT studies were the first studies of patients with SIADH conducted primarily in the outpatient setting without mandated restriction of fluid, or of frequently used medications such as diuretics. Thus, the results of these studies are readily applicable to common clinical practice. In this regard, it is also significant that only 7.8% of SIADH patients on tolvaptan required institution of a fluid restriction (defined as \(≤ 1000\) ml/day) at any time in the 30-day treatment period, as compared with 13.7% patients on placebo. Independent of the improvement of serum \[Na^+\], the efficacy of tolvaptan to decrease the need for fluid restriction would represent a significant clinical benefit to patients with chronic SIADH.

A continued concern of all treatments used to correct hyponatremia is the potential to cause osmotic demyelination with overly rapid correction of the hyponatremia (16). Multiple clinical studies have
provided guidance on the correction rates that increase the risk of this adverse outcome, and current clinical guidelines recommend that correction rates should not exceed 12 mmol/l over the first 24 h of correction and 18 mmol/l over the first 48 h of correction (17–19). All past and future methods used to correct hyponatremia must be assessed for their ability to stay within these limits. In this regard, it is notable that only 5.9% of patients treated with tolvaptan exceeded these limits: one with a correction of 13 mmol/l and two with a correction of 14 mmol/l over the first 24 h of therapy. As for the combined SALT studies, none of these patients exhibited any neurological symptoms suggestive of osmotic demyelination, which has been true for all studies of vasopressin receptor antagonists to date. Nonetheless, it is prudent for clinicians to be vigilant when using tolvaptan to correct patients with chronic hyponatremia. Following labeling instructions to avoid fluid restriction during the phase of active correction will help to avoid overly rapid correction by allowing the patients’ thirst to mitigate the increases in serum [Na⁺] as a result of pronounced aquareasis; the usefulness of this strategy to guard against overly rapid correction is evident from the balance studies during the first day of therapy, where the tolvaptan-treated SIADH patients had a significantly greater fluid intake of ~450 ml/24 h than the placebo-treated patients (Fig. 4). However, as with all therapies used to correct chronic hyponatremia, measuring serum [Na⁺] at frequent intervals is mandatory in order to interrupt the correction if accepted guidelines are exceeded. Generally, measurement of serum [Na⁺] every 6–8 h is sufficient, but frequency should be increased if additional risk factors predisposing to osmotic demyelination are present, including alcoholism, malnutrition, hypokalemia, and a very low starting serum [Na⁺] (18).

Recently published estimates place direct costs of treating hyponatremia between US $1.6 and $3.6 billion, annually, ~70% of which occur in hospital (20). The treatment of some of these cases of hyponatremia with an orally active, AVPR antagonist could potentially decrease hospital admissions as well as decrease length of hospital stays, with the accompanying economic implications. Although the SALT studies were neither designed nor powered to study length of hospital stay, it is of interest that there was a nominally greater shortening of hospital stay in the tolvaptan-treated patients, and this difference achieved statistical significance when the severely hyponatremic patients with investigator-diagnosed SIADH and those classified as ‘Other’ were combined. Definitive proof of this possibility will require additional clinical trials to specifically evaluate this outcome.

A number of limitations of this analysis should be recognized. First, the SALT studies were not designed to evaluate SIADH as a separate entity but rather as one of the several etiologies of dilutional hyponatremia. Hence, rigorous criteria for a diagnosis of SIADH as classically defined were not required for entry into the studies. Nonetheless, the analysis of the SIADH subgroup with elevated urine sodium measurements after tolvaptan administration (lab-diagnosed SIADH) confirms that the results in this group do not significantly differ from the larger group with a clinical diagnosis of SIADH (investigator-diagnosed SIADH). Furthermore, the investigator determination of a clinical diagnosis of SIADH is likely more relevant to actual medical practice, and therefore indicative of the patients who will be considered potential treatment candidates for tolvaptan therapy. Secondly, all post hoc analyses of subgroups from a larger study are compromised by lesser power to detect differences because of smaller numbers of patients in each subgroup. This was evidenced in this study by a lack of statistical significance in the improvement of the MCS score of the SF-12 despite an equivalent numerical improvement as was seen in the mixed SALT group. Nonetheless, the primary end points of correction in serum [Na⁺] remain highly significant despite the smaller numbers of patients in the SIADH subgroup, however defined. Thirdly, both SALT studies excluded patients with serum [Na⁺] < 120 mmol/l who had neurological symptoms, because it was felt that it would be inappropriate to place such at-risk patients into a placebo-controlled study. Thus, the low incidence of overly rapid correction observed in these studies (5.9%) may not be applicable to patients with lower starting serum [Na⁺] who have a greater chance to exceed the recommended guidelines for maximum corrections. Finally, some of the findings, and specifically the LOS results, were never intended to be an end point in the SALT studies. Thus, although intriguing, these must be considered preliminary findings that will need to be confirmed in subsequent studies specifically designed to evaluate this end point.

In summary, in the largest trials of efficacy and safety of treatment of hyponatremia yet published, the vasopressin V₂ receptor antagonist tolvaptan was superior to placebo in raising and maintaining serum [Na⁺] in patients with SIADH when added to standard therapy. Tolvaptan was generally well tolerated, having side effects generally consistent with its physiological activity, and could be safely titrated to achieve the desired rate and degree of serum [Na⁺] correction while avoiding overly rapid correction in most patients. Clinical benefits of tolvaptan therapy included a decreased need for fluid restriction and improved self-reported physical and mental symptoms. Other potential benefits of tolvaptan therapy, including decreased length of hospital stay and resource utilization, were not specifically assessed by virtue of the study design of the SALT protocols, but LOS was significantly decreased in a subgroup of euvolemic patients with more severe hyponatremia. These and other potential benefits, such as decreases in morbidity and mortality, remain to be evaluated by future clinical trials.
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